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The  beginning  of  social  evolutionary  tribal  development  is  also  the  emergence  of  human
consciousness,  where  the  saturation  of  ecological  niches  and  Darwinian biological
weaponization  creates  human consciousness,  and  in  parallel,  human  culture  emerges  as  an
unintended by-product.
In the second stage (i.e. now), human consciousness transcends the Gödelian model of social
homeostasis and reverses its original evolutionary program, thus overcoming nature's flawed
design and irrational  inheritance,  and at  the  same time  establishing  a  biological-ecological
imperative for those with consciousness, which is, among other things, the duty of care to those
without.
The third stage will be the transformation of life into a non-material information format and the
abandonment of earthly material existence.
In the analysis of this second - current - stage, we can find some insights, such as the question
of the socio-moral imperative of consciousness.
There are no ultimate truths in human culture either, only a series of partial truths of human
scale and duration shape culture.
Man's evolutionarily inherited irrational load, which manifests itself, among other things, in the
need to personify objects, and which may even - as has been demonstrated - lead directly to the
development of the concept of God, for example.
All  those who explain the world with the tools  of the present  human-social  consciousness,
saturated with irrational elements, are committing an infinite moral sin against biological earth-
human existence.
The  consciousness  of  these  beings  schizoidally  manufactures  another  consciousness,  thus
growing a tumor of fake consciousness on its brain, and even addictively manufactures the
concept of a  Supreme Being to free its own consciousness from the moral imperative of the
collective responsibility of biological existence.
They do not consider  as their  mission the redemption of  conscious and unconscious  living
beings not by faith but by reason and natural science, whereby they could rewrite the immense
history of suffering imposed on earthly beings by the blind tribal evolution of nature (as we
know:  Nature is the temple of Satan),  but rather by transcending the inherited evolutionary
obscurity and instinctual  program to condition the flawed creation and the resulting human
culture.
These people, living in synchrony with the overall social consciousness of faith, forego the
attempt to understand and survive in a world that is currently evolving and truly obscure to
human reason, and to pass on the lessons learned, thus carrying out a social selection, also in
preference to their religious caste fate. 
Thus they parasitize on irrational systems of thought, whose self-reinforcing feedback makes
the world even more vague and irrational for successive generations of society.



With these belief systems, the world can be explained, but never understood or decoded.
The social psychozoic, thus mediatized, amoebasic, without planetoid consciousness, which can
be described as a homeostasis on the temporal axis of history, realizes its self-cleansing reflexes
according to completely unconscious sociological rules, by which the system selects from itself
the small cells, the 'cancerous' cells, which are out of phase with the overall social vibration and
the practice of irrationality in the everyday life of the greatest common social evil of the fake
consciousness.
It eradicates from the ranks of the living those who, in accordance with the cultural-biological
imperative  of  the  redemption  of  all,  instead  of  developing  and  accepting  irrational
consciousness, wish to create a new evolutionary step by revising the evolutionary belief and
program that is destroying the world.
Selection  today (as  opposed to,  for  example,  in  the  Middle  Ages)  works  by  distorting  the
personality,  reducing  it  to  suicide,  addictive  lifestyles  and  self-inflicted  illnesses,  and  by
imposing a general malaise on these individuals who might otherwise have new ideas and new
visions that could advance society precisely because of their alienation and deviance.
It is precisely in the individual that introduces the novelty that the community-enhancing and
public-energy-giving activity ceases.
The nature and order of this second phase of human world history thus approves and rewards
irrational thinking.
These  comme il  faut individuals are therefore not selected out,  and in the exercise of their
"karma" they do not need to transcribe their fatebook . Synchronic beings.
As is sociologically proven, it is precisely as a reward for faithful reflection of this orderly
ethos that the system promises long life and social progress to its practitioners, so that here
indeed  a  state  of  consciousness  and  synallagma faithful  to  the  evolutionary  program  is
rewarded, and thus the retaliation against the immune-opposite thoughts that invert this original
program is taking place.
Agreeing with the irrationality of the present social ethos, however, burdens its practitioners
and beneficiaries with the moral-biological sin of existence, because the media predominance
of their  class  deprives  those  who (for  example)  have not  inherited by birth  the false  wrap
around  neck  Ariadne's  thread  of  this  worldview,  which  is  incomprehensible  to  them,
unlucrative and suicidal.
Need to repeating: because they interpret the natural world in terms of a metaphysical value 
system, they make the biological principle of the salvation of all and its extension to non-
conscious beings impossible.
Their transcendence becomes a swamp of the darkest immanence.
For the noble structures of thought that attempt to offer an individual solution and a way out of
the  millennia  of  linear  decline  and  collective  collapse  of  the  socium,  instead  of  an
understanding of the nature of communal structures of existence, actually serve the individual
reinforcement  of  existing  irrationality,  which  makes  individual  non-metaphysical  self-
correction impossible, even though their sociological communion could only change the world.
After being faithful to the conscious halo-court of the original irrational, religious god-world,
thus faithfully fulfilling the original program of evolutionary necessity, they now destroy the



original  biological  creation  that  created  them  with  the  unheard-of  power  of  human
consciousness and its metaphysical (meme) imagery.
Which, let us remember, is none other than the "Temple of Satan", the Uroboros Snake biting
its own tail.
For example, for the first time in the world, as one of the inventions of this second phase, the
democracy of (finance) capitalism, following the world domination of religious organisations,
has solved, with the speed of light and ingenious manipulative power compared to the despotic
powers of the East or the West, the problem of people enthroning their own biological enemies. 
It is as if the dark shadows of the old  Persian gnosis are produced by human minds - while
voting themselves their own executioners - as if they were doing so of their own free will.
This  self-deception is not  intentional,  because here there are drifting processes that  can no
longer be controlled by any social system or conceptual structure. 
Just as in the dominant social system of the second stage the syncretism of the biology and
ideology of the individuals of consumption leads to a genetic collapse (the subordination of the
overall social eugenic interest to the right of individual consumption), so where the meaning of
the  existence  of  human  beings  is  justified  only  by  the  "human right"  of  their  capacity  to
consume, the dissemination of fake social consiusness is a necessary precondition for the global
survival of the system.
And that is the original sin.
That humans are alive in this universal and combinatorial DNA lottery is a fluke, given that the
vast majority of potentially occurring human beings are never born in reality. For the lucky
ones who do live here, the brevity but also the value of their lives is well illustrated in the
metaphor of a laser-precision beam of light scanning by the symbolizing infinite measuring-
stick of time. In the Universe, everything but the thin beam of this reflector is lost in the icy
darkness of the dead past or the unknown future. Those who live in the warm glow of this
spotlight are blessed with amazing good fortune, but they are also burdened with heavy duties.
This imperative means the victory over hideous sins of the individual being borne together with
us,  descending  from our  „Mother-Lucy” being the  creator  of  the  greatest  common  human
evolutionary evil and tucked underneath the alienated social mass.

The violation of this rule, that has been continuing since the Creation, is the Original Sin.
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